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2 for all i. Let a 1 , a 2 , . . . be any real numbers such that a 2 1 + a 2 2 + · · · = 1. Using a result due to Eaton [1] , Edelman [3] proposed an interesting inequality, which can be written in the equivalent two-tail form, as follows: P(|a 1 ε 1 + a 2 ε 2 + . . . | x) < P(|Z| x − 1.5/x) for all x > 0,
where Z is a standard normal r.v. Employing certain conditioning, Edelman [3] also gave applications of inequality (1) to statistical inference based on Student's t statistic. Before that, the same conditioning idea (in relation with an inequality due to Hoeffding [5] in place of (1)) was given by Efron [4] and then by Eaton and Efron [2] , in more general settings. The sketch of proof offered in [3] for inequality (1) required an apparently nontrivial iterative computation procedure, which I have not been able to reproduce within a reasonable amount of computer time, because of rapid deterioration of precision at every step of the iterative procedure.
In this note, inequality (1) is proved with a slightly better constant λ := ln 2e in place of 1.5. In fact, a somewhat more general result will be proved here. Let η 1 , η 2 , . . . be independent (but not necessarily identically distributed) zero-mean r.v.'s such that |η i | 1 almost surely (a.s.) for all i.
Remark 1. It can be easily seen from the proof of Theorem 1 given below that the upper bound in (2) holds e.g. for P(|S n | x) ∀n, where (S i ) is a martingale with S 0 = 0 a.s. and differences
Other extensions hold as well; look in [11] for appearances of the constant c 3,0 = 2e 3 /9 = e λ together with P(Z . . .).
Theorem 1 is an immediate corollary of the following two propositions.
Proposition 1.
For all x > 0,
where
is the unique root of the equation ∞) and where, in turn,
Proposition 1 follows immediately from [9, inequality (1.7) and Theorem 3.1], which are in turn based on results of [6] and [7] .
As for Proposition 2, it is an immediate corollary of the following two statements.
Proposition 3. One has
is the unique root of the equation
Lemma 1. One has
It remains to prove Proposition 3 and Lemma 1. The proof of these statements relies on the following particular case of the l'Hospital-type rule for monotonicity given in [ Proof of Proposition 3. Note that λ > 1 and 
for x > √ λ, so that ρ ′ changes sign from + to − on ( √ λ, ∞) and hence ρ րց on ( √ λ, ∞). By Proposition 4, this implies that r ց or րց on ( √ λ, ∞). Besides, r( √ λ) = λ > 1 and r(∞−) = 0. It follows that there is a unique root z W of the equation r(z) = 1 for z ∈ ( √ λ, ∞), r > 1 on ( √ λ, z W ), and r < 1 on
Proof of Lemma 1. Consider the ratios r := f /g and ρ := f ′ /g ′ , where f (x) := P(|Z| x − λ/x) and g(x) := e λ P(|Z| x) for x > 0. Then
for x > √ λ, so that ρ ′ changes sign from + to − on ( √ λ, ∞) and hence ρ րց on ( √ λ, ∞). By Proposition 4, this implies that r ց or րց on ( √ λ, ∞), and hence r is so on (z V , ∞). Besides, r(z V ) = 1.037 . . . > 1 and, by l'Hospital's rule for limits, r(∞−) = ρ(∞−) = 1. It follows that r > 1 on (z V , ∞). Now Lemma 1 follows. 
